Communication on Parish
Council’s Response to local
flooding issues
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Introduction
Following extreme weather events that took place on Sunday 27 May, the Parish Council soon became
aware of several homes flooded.

The Parish Council felt that it was important to gather all information available in order that we may
provide a co-ordinated response to Solihull MBC.

We therefore circulated a note requesting that all Parishioners, who suffered from this flooding, to email or write to the Parish Clerk, providing documentary evidence and photographs of the problems
experienced, along with any communications that have occurred with SMBC, Severn Trent etc.

As part of this consultation, a meeting of Interested Parishioners was called, so that we could look at
and discuss the information available and agree on future actions that we would like to take.

Each of our three local Borough Councillors were invited to attend this meeting.
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Meeting 24th June 2018
AGENDA
1) Appointment of Chair to the meeting.

2) Apologies.
3) Presentation by the Parish Clerk of responses to the Parish Council, by Parishioners in respect of flooding
occurring on 27 May 2018.
4) Update by the Chairman of TGPC, in respect of a meeting held on 14 June, 2018 called by Nick Page, the
Chief Executive of SMBC, inviting the Chair and Parish Clerk of TGPC, DHPC, HHPC and CGPC.
5) Presentation by Alison Gorman on flooding issues relating to Fulford Hall Road, Norton Lane and
Rumbush Lane, Tidbury Green.

6) Discussion of the evidence presented:
◦ As it has affected the past, and
◦ As it should impact the future.
7) Determination of resolutions to be put forward and voted upon, based on discussions referred to above.
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Information Received
Thank You
Responses

(18 Households have provided information and photographs)
We are aware, that other parishioners have been affected by this flooding, but have not responded
to our note for a variety of reasons.
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Response By Location
Tilehouse Lane

Lowbrook Lane

Norton Lane
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Suspected Causation
Culvert
Blocked Drain/ Poor Drainage
Tidbury Heights
Drainage & Tidbury Heights
Poor Maintenace of Brook and
Ditches and Tidbury Heights

Non Given
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Rumbush Lane
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Rumbush Lane
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Rumbush Lane – Suspected Causation
Rumbush Lane Suspected Causation

Drainage

Tidbury
Heights,
Drainage &
Blocked Ditches
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Rumbush Lane - Comments
• Water came in mainly from the field, creating a waterfall.

• The water was running down our drive at over 2ft high.
• Believe water came from Tidbury Heights – The drains are over stretched. All the ditches and
holding pools are poorly maintained, are blocked, and yet surface water from the new
development is directed into an old watercourse.
• To make matters worse Bellway have started to connect a main sewer to the pump station at
Rumbush Lane that already can’t cope and is next to the little brook that they are flooding
How did they get permission for this ?
• The natural watercourse just before Rumbush Lane was blocked with tree trunks and wood.
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Fulford Hall Road – Suspected Causation

Drainage & Tidbury Heights
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Fulford Hall Road - Comments
• Raising of land on the South West corner of the Tidbury Heights development, where as pointed out by
Tidbury Green Parish Council there were at least two springs, increasing flood risk to parishioners off the
Tidbury Heights site.
• Blocked drains, covered by silt and debris. One Parishioner advised that a number of drains remain
completely blocked, as of the 24 June 2018. This is almost a month after the flooding occurred.
• No regular maintenance of drains and ditches.
• The infilling and blocking of the roadside ditch on the East side of Fulford Hall Road has altered the
natural course of drainage, so that the water is now diverted to the unmanaged land further away from
Fulford Hall Road.
• Inadequate run-off from the entrance road from Tidbury Heights to Fulford Hall Road.
• Uncontrolled management of South side ditch. Builders and others debris in the ditch restricting water
flow.

• Elevation of the land next to the South side ditch, with non-compacted top soil, side erosion and collapse.
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Norton Lane
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Norton Lane
BEFORE

AFTER
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Norton Lane – Suspected Causation
Norton Lane Perceived Causation

Culvert

Drainage

Development

Development &
Brook not
Maintained
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Norton Lane - Comments
• Homes, garages and gardens were flooded. Some gardens had approx. 4ft of water.
• Drain covers lifted along Norton Lane.

• Severn Trent put a camera down the drain and they found a blockage along Norton Lane, in
the direction of Lowbrook lane, which contributed to the flooding.
• The pipes are combination pipes taking sewage and rain fall and they are 6 inches wide.

• Severn Trent advised one Parishioner that Bellway have connected storm drains to the
existing supply on Fulford Hall Road. The parishioner believes that the existing supply is
unable to cope and that the storm drains should have been diverted down the road and
connected to the drainage system, which is to the field side of Norton Lane.
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Norton Lane – Comments – Continued
• Excess water is pumped from builders reservoir into brook. There are also reports that the brook is
receiving silt from the site. The brook is unmaintained through to Rumbush Lane.
• One Parishioner reported that flooding occurred previously on a lesser scale, since the Tidbury
Heights site was commenced.

The Culvert
• It is understood that some gardens, garages and drives of houses along Norton Lane sit over the
culvert that runs down Norton Lane.
• There is suggestion that Severn Trent are diverting the ditches and streams into this old brook culvert
• The compounded consequence of this water diversion stressed the culvert beyond capacity and
water was escaping under garages, tarmac drives and lawns.
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Tilehouse Lane and Lowbrook Lane
Point Made By Parishioners :• Water just wasn't draining away and the
drains were overwhelmed.
• Drainage is not adequate.

Tilehouse Lane

• This is worrying bearing in mind the
proposed building in the area. I'd be
really interested how they plan to drain
the new builds.
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Conclusion
Based on the information provided to the Parish Council and included in this presentation, we believe that
the following issues are the key contributors to the flooding that occurred on Sunday 27 May 2018.

Poor Drainage
1. Blocked drains
2. Generally poorly maintained drains
3. Drainage system not adequate for the demand.
Development (Tidbury Heights)
4.
Insufficient drainage and water management infrastructure to cope. We believe that this
should have been resolved prior to the approval being granted. However action now
needs to be taken for the future.
5.
Excess water from the site being diverted to the brook, which is unable to cope.
6.
Poor Maintenance at the site – e.g. Silt from site entering the local brook, ditches not
maintained etc.
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Conclusion - Continued
Maintenance
7.

Ditches and brooks are not maintained. They are not cleared out on a regular basis.

Culvert
8.

The culvert that runs under gardens, garages and drives of houses along Norton Lane is
not capable of coping with the amount of water that travelled through it.
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What Next
A number of Parishioner’s of Tidbury Green have suffered greatly due to the flooding that occurred on 27 May
2018. They have had significant damage caused to their properties, lost possessions and suffered significant
emotional distress. A number of these Parishioners are elderly vulnerable adults, who were genuinely frightened
by what occurred on that day. We accept that we can not alter what occurred but we ask Solihull MBC to fully
investigate the issues that we believe contributed to the flooding and to develop a robust action plan to ensure
that contributing factors are addressed and Parishioners concerns are alleviated going forward.
We do not want a repeat of what happened on the 27th May 2018
Parishioners Request - to Solihull MBC
1. Points 1 – 8 in the conclusion section are fully investigated.

2. That Solihull MBC develop and share a detailed action plan to show how they will address Points 1 – 8
in the conclusion section.
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What Next - Continued
Parishioners Request to Solihull MBC
3. That SMBC investigate whether it remains appropriate that Bellway continue to connect a main sewer to the
pump station at Rumbush Lane that already can’t cope and is next to the little brook that is already flooding.
4. That SMBC investigate if Severn Trent are diverting the ditches and streams into this old brook culvert, which is
struggling to cope with the capacity of water. If this is the case what action will be taken to reduce the pressure
on the culvert.

5. That SMBC investigate the claim that Bellway have connected storm drains to the existing supply on Fulford Hall
Road, even though the parishioner who raised this point believes that the storm drains should have been
diverted down the road and connected to the drainage system, which is to the field side of Norton Lane.
6. That no further development is agreed unless new drainage infrastructure which is sufficient to deal with the
extra demand is installed. Also parishioners request that no work commences at Lowbrook Farm, until sufficient
investigations are completed and sufficient drainage solutions are agreed and developed, based on amongst
other factors, lessons leant from the floods of the 27 May 2018.
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Anything to Add ????
At the end of the meeting Parishioner's in attendance were asked if they wanted any
additional points adding to this presentation. The following requests were made:
a.

That SMBC instruct Raniers, who have recently purchased the land at the rear of the
Tidbury Heights development site, to maintain the land and ditches. This should be
monitored by SMBC for compliance.

b.

That SMBC request that Bellway cease existing works, until the issues in this report are
investigated and resolved.

c.

That a camera investigation is carried out on the Culvert that runs along Norton Lane, to
ascertain if there are any blockages or other issues. (The Parish Council would be willing
to make a financial contribution in a sum previously advised to, and agreed by the Parish
Council)
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